
 

 

DAV PADMABATI PUBLIC SCHOOL, TANGI 

HOLIDAY ASSIGNMENT 

(SESSION -2022-23) 

    CLASS- LKG 

SL.NO   SUBJECT              ASSIGNMENTS/PROJECTS 
1  English A) Learn the rhymes with action 

from Rhythmic Rhymes Book :   
  i. My Life 
B) Listen to the story “Dayalu 
amba gachha” 
C) Make a video while reading “a 
sound story”.  

2  Math Make a video while sorting 
vegetables at home and keep them 
in separate bags. 

3  EVS Make a family tree in EVS scrap 
book with palm prints of your 
family members and paste photo 
of everyone on respective palm 
prints.  

4  Art& craft Make an stick ice cream in craft 
scrap book by tearing and pasting 
of papers(refer to whatsapp 
regarding reference image) 

 



 

 

                                    CLASS- UKG 

 

   SUBJECT              ASSIGNMENTS/PROJECTS 

1  English *Write uppercase(A to Z) and lower 

case letters (a to z) in English copy(5 
times) 

2 Math *Draw /Paste the pictures of big & 
small, Long & Short,Tall & short 
objects (Each concept 5 pictures ) in 
math copy . 

Note: Children can paste the 
pictures of big and small objects in 
one page . 

3 EVS *Project _My home (Make a home 
using card board ex-Bedroom,dining 
room, kitchen,bathroom etc..) 

*Make a video (Blind fold activity) 
for sense organs 

4 Art& craft Make a rainbow by using paper strips 
. 

 



 

 

                                   CLASS: STD-I 

 

 

SL. 
NO. 

SUBJECT ASSIGNMENT/PROJECT 

1. ENGLISH a) Read the Lesson: Neha in the jeep (Make a 
video when the child is reading) 

b) Make a paper jeep and paste ‘ee’ sound 
words on it. 

c) Paste 5‘ee’ sound word pictures (eg: tree, 
sweet, teeth etc) in the scrap book. 

2. MATHS a) Learn Number names from 1- One till 20- 
Twenty 

b) Paste 1 picture of each comparison (long-
short, big-small, tall-short, thick-thin, far-
near) in scrap book. 

3. EVS a) Make a paper tongue with different pictures 
of food and its taste (eg: picture of Lemon-
sour) 

b) Make a paper cut out of hand and paste 
different things and how it is sensed (eg: 
sand(rough), cotton (soft) etc.) 

4. HINDI a) Paste 5 pictures (िबना मा ा वाले श ) in 
Scrap bookand name them. 

b) Learn the poem :राजा बेटा(le-1) 
c) Read le -2: अमन 

5. ODIA a) Write words by using akhyara "CHA and 
TA " that is not in your book. 8 words 
for each akhyara. 

b) Learn the poem: TUNA TUNI. 



 

 

                                     CLASS: STD-II 
 

SL.NO SUBJECT ASSIGNMENTS/PROJECTS 
1  English A) Learn the rhyme‘Sheetal’ with action. 

B)Draw pictures of 4 things in your 
scrapbook that you use to keep yourself 
clean ( brush, comb, soap and towel) and 
underline the vowels in the words. 

2 Math A) Paste photographs of family members in 
your scrapbook according to their age in 
descending order.  
B) Learn and practice the number names 
from 101 to 500. 

3 EVS Paste a picture of any two body parts in the 
scrapbook that helps us in doing the 
following activities: 
Riding a bicycle and Eating food 

4 Hindi 
 
 
 

A) Draw picture of ‘Ghadi',‘Kudedan'and 
‘Koyal' in your scrap book. 

B) Write poem ‘Seekho' in your Hindi 
copy. Lean and practice the poem 
with action. 

5 
 

Odia 
 

A) Draw a morning scene of your 
village ( ‘Ama Gaon Sakala’) and 
colour it in your copy 

B) Listen to the story with the 
following link and learn it. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=p8-9f7Igo9Q 

6 Art and Craft Make a paper craft – origami ‘cat face'.  
(Refer to the WhatsApp group for image 
reference) 

 


